Wire Brushed Wood Waiver
Wire brushing is a distressing technique where the individual boards or panels are passed under a
rotating wire brush. The wire brush is stiff enough to remove the softer portions of the wood grain,
but leave the harder portion of the grain. The result is a coarse textured surface that mimics the
look of old, weathered wood. Coupled with Davis Mill and Cabinet, LLC (DMC)’s Weathered finish
line, new, structurally sound lumber and veneer can be made to look like old and weathered wood.
Some or all of the following may apply to your project:
1. The effect of wire brushing will vary from piece to piece, but can be particularly variable
between solid wood pieces and veneer panels. Because veneer panels only have a very thin
layer of veneer, the wire brushing cannot go as deep as in solid wood.
2. Additionally, veneer can have a tendency to tear out, and expose portions of the MDF core
as it is being wire brushed. DMC makes every effort to minimize this veneer tear out, but
sometimes it cannot be avoided. If the tear out is extra-large or is in a critical, visible
location, the part may be replaced. But generally speaking, small amounts of tear out is
normal and expected and is therefore, not a reason for warranty replacement.
3. Only visible or critical parts will be wire brushed. The backs of doors, molding, or other
hidden or non-essential parts are not wire brushed. Wire brushing can drastically affect the
overall finished color/tone. Because there are so many peaks and valleys on the surface of
the wood, stain and/or glaze can hang up differently and cause dramatic shifts in color.
4. Door samples are always required for wire brushed orders. The door sample may or may
not exhibit all of the possible variations that may exist on a full project.

We call your attention to these facts because the effect of these natural wood characteristics in an
entire project may be different from what the client may see in viewing a small display or small
finish sample.
Neither your dealer nor the cabinet manufacturer can be responsible for the variation you may
actually see in your finished project.
I have read the above explanation and find it acceptable. I agree not to hold Davis Mill and
Cabinet LLC, or the designer/dealer responsible for any claims or problems resulting from these
characteristics.
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